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After Shen Weng took Harvey away, he wanted absolutely nothing greater than to kill Harvey. He had
shed every one of his self-respect in front of Yan Jun, so there was no place for him to be embarrassed
in all.

” But isn’t Harvey such a person? He’s such a good-for-nothing. Just how can he compare to Samuel,
who has withstood for as long?”

Shen Weng did not have a selection. The only individual he could consider as well as discover was
Harvey.

Harvey’s rage towards Samuel prompted him to look for vengeance. As long as Shen Weng can give
him some advantages, the canine would certainly always be loyal to him. He would just have the ability
to find a great assistant after Han Jun was released from prison.

It would take numerous years for Han Jun to be launched from jail, even if he used his links and carried
out well behind bars to reduce his sentence.

He had actually been isolated from the globe for the past couple of years, and the outdoors would
quickly end up being unusual to Han Jun. Shen Weng required to help Han Jun cultivate a dog that
understood about the outside circumstance.

At Shen Weng’s side, even though Harvey’s head was reduced, his heart was loaded with contempt.
This old fellow was plainly incomparable to that old man previously. Nonetheless, he needed to be a
canine for somebody like Shen Weng, making Harvey really feel that he had no wish for the future in
all.

” I’ll offer you one billion to establish a business. Ruin the Sue family members initially. That’s the first
thing you have to do,” claimed Shen Weng.

Harvey, who disdained Shen Weng a minute ago, quickly transformed his perspective toward him and
also ended up being extremely excited.

One billion! This old point actually wished to give him one billion!

With this one billion, he would end up being the young master once again. The family members of the
Sue Family members that regarded him as a stray pet dog would certainly once again submit to him.

” Are you significant?” Harvey asked in shock.

” Hmph, do you believe one billion is a great deal? It’s time for you to widen your perspectives as well
as become an oblivious frog at the end of a well,” Shen Weng claimed coldly.

Harvey was never awkward with Shen Weng’s antipathy. He wanted to stoop down in front of him on
the street given that he had the ability to obtain one billion as well as be egotistic in front of the Sue
household’s loved ones.

” Yes, yes, yes, I’m narrow-minded. Do not worry, as long as you’re willing to offer me money, I’ll
absolutely be able to damage the Sue family,” Harvey said.

Presently, Shen Weng suddenly stopped because Yan Jun was obstructing in front of him.



” What do you intend to do?” Shen Weng asked discontentedly.

Yan Jun lightly grinned as well as stated. “You kicked my adherent. Naturally, I will certainly aid him
take revenge.”

Hearing this, Shen Weng gritted his teeth and also claimed,” Yan Jun, don’t press it too much!”

” Bullying? If you had not harassed my disciple, why would I have harassed you?” Yan Jun smiled as he
slowly strolled in the direction of Shen Weng.

Shen Weng stood still and didn’t dare to relocate. They got on the street, and also it was awkward
sufficient that there were numerous individuals coming and going. If he had actually been attacked on
the street, he would certainly have shed his face.

” I can compensate him.” Shen Weng claimed.

” This brat has actually never ever wanted to accept the help of others. When it comes to settlement,
also I look down upon it. Why would he desire it?” Said Yan Jun with a smile.

Shen Weng felt his vision blur as well as a gravitational force came from his waist, triggering him to
lose his equilibrium in an instant.

Peng!

Shen Weng fell to the ground, dust flying all over.

Yan Jun stood in front of Shen Weng, looking down from above, as well as said, “If there’s a next time,
will you be so lucky?”

Shen Weng couldn’t care less regarding the discomfort in his body. The temper that filled his entire
body triggered him to shiver. Nonetheless, because of his crushing prevalence in strength, he really
did not also have the courage to strike Yan Jun.

” Yan Jun, I will show to you that your choice was incorrect. The Hannigan family members belongs to
Han Jun, and Nangong Qianqiu will certainly never ever misjudge individuals. Samuel is just an item of
garbage, and also Han Jun is truth form of an emperor,” Shen Weng said, gnashing his teeth.

” Allow’s wait and see.” After stating that, Yan Jun stepped away and also slowly went away into the
crowd.

Harvey promptly mosted likely to Shen Weng’s side and aided him up, hiding the derision in his eyes.
He was his sugar father. Even if he believed the old man was a good-for-nothing, he did not risk to
show it in all.

Nevertheless, in the discussion between the two, Harvey additionally observed something. It
appeared that his understanding of Samuel was wrong constantly. He was not simply a married
son-in-law. Although Han Jun and Nangong Qianqiu were not familiar to him, he knew that they were
not ordinary people.

Could it be that Samuel was still a big shot?

” That is Samuel?” Harvey asked in confusion.



Shen Weng shook off Harvey’s hand as well as said coldly, “The Hannigan family of the Swallow City,
but he is simply an abandoned son of the family members.”
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